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Abstract
This article presents frame-by-frame online processing algo-
rithms for a Weighted Power minimization Distortionless re-
sponse convolutional beamformer (WPD). The WPD unifies
widely-used multichannel dereverberation and denoising meth-
ods, namely a weighted prediction error based dereverberation
method (WPE) and a minimum power distortionless response
beamformer (MPDR) into a single convolutional beamformer,
and achieves simultaneous dereverberation and denoising based
on maximum likelihood estimation. We derive two different
online algorithms, one based on frame-by-frame recursive up-
dating of the spatio-temporal covariance matrix of the captured
signal, and the other on recursive least square estimation of the
convolutional beamformer. In addition, for both algorithms, the
desired signal’s relative transfer function (RTF) is estimated by
online processing using a neural network based online mask es-
timation. Experiments using the REVERB challenge dataset
show the effectiveness of both algorithms in terms of objective
speech enhancement measures and automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) performance.
Index Terms: dereverberation, denoising, online processing,
speech recognition

1. Introduction
When a speech signal is captured by distant microphones, e.g.,
in a conference room, it will inevitably contain additive noise
and reverberation components. These components are detri-
mental to the perceived quality of the observed speech signal
and often cause serious degradation in many applications such
as hands-free teleconferencing and automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR).

Microphone array signal processing techniques have been
proposed to minimize the above detrimental effects in the ac-
quired signal. For example, a minimum variance distortion-
less response beamformer (MVDR) [1–4] and a weighted pre-
diction error based dereverberation method (WPE) [5–8] are
widely-used approaches to denoising and dereverberation, re-
spectively. Frame-by-frame online processing has also been
developed for these techniques [9–13]. Furthermore, the cas-
cade integration of these techniques has been investigated to
perform both denoising and dereverberation [14–17]. Their
usefulness, particularly for ASR, has been extensively studied,
e.g., at the REVERB challenge [18] and the CHiME-3/4/5 chal-
lenges [19–21]. Advances in these techniques have led to re-
cent progress on commercially available devices, such as smart
speakers [22–24].

Recently, a promising convolutional beamforming tech-
nique, known as a Weighted Power minimization Distortionless
response beamformer (WPD), has been proposed [25, 26] that
unifies the WPE and a variant of MVDR, namely a minimum
power distortionless response beamformer (MPDR) [27–29],
into a single convolutional beamformer, and achieves both de-
noising and dereverberation simultaneously based on maximum

likelihood estimation [26] with weighted power minimization
with a distortionless constraint. It was experimentally con-
firmed that this beamformer can substantially outperform the
conventional cascade integration of the WPE and the MPDR.

This paper presents frame-by-frame online processing al-
gorithms for the WPD. Two different algorithms, referred to as
recursive WPD and recursive least square WPD (RLS-WPD),
are derived. While the recursive WPD estimates the spatio-
temporal covariance matrix used for the WPD by a recursive
update based on the Woodbury matrix identity [30], the RLS-
WPD employs the RLS estimation [31] for a frame-by-frame
update of the beamformer coefficients adopting a generalized
sidelobe canceler (GSC)-like beamformer structure [32]. The
latter algorithm can be viewed also as a variant of a Kalman fil-
ter based denoising and dereverberation method based on inte-
grated sidelobe canceler and linear prediction (ISCLP) [33]. For
both recursive WPD and RLS-WPD, a neural network based on-
line mask estimation is introduced for online estimation of the
desired signal’s RTF.

Experiments using the REVERB challenge dataset [34]
show that both online algorithms for the WPD can greatly im-
prove the quality of the enhanced speech in terms of objective
speech enhancement measures and ASR performance without
any prior knowledge on the recording conditions, such as a
room impulse response, by frame-by-frame online processing,
and substantially outperform conventional online beamforming
approaches, including the cascade integration of an online WPE
and an online MPDR. It may be worth noting that a key to the
performance improvement by both algorithms was the use of a
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) WPE [6] for the preprocess-
ing of the RTF estimation, as with the conventional WPD [26].

As regards the remainder of this paper, we describe the con-
ventional WPD in Section II. The two algorithms for the online
WPD are presented in Section III and related work is summa-
rized in Section IV. The experimental results and concluding
remarks are given in Sections V and VI, respectively. Hereafter,
we refer to the conventional WPD as batch WPD to distinguish
it from the online WPD proposed in this paper. Also, we use the
term “online” to represent “frame-by-frame online” for brevity.

2. Conventional method – batch WPD
Assume that a speech signal spoken by a speaker is captured
by M microphones in a noisy reverberant environment. Then,
with the WPD, the captured signal is modeled in the short time
Fourier transform (STFT) domain (see [25] for more detail) as

xf,t = df,t + rf,t + nf,t, (1)
df,t = vfsf,t, (2)

rf,t =

La+b−1∑
τ=b

af,τsf,t−τ , (3)

where f is a frequency index, t and τ are time frame in-
dices, and xf,t = [x

(1)
f,t , x

(2)
f,t , . . . , x

(M)
f,t ]> ∈ CM contains
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the STFT coefficients of the captured signal1 at all the mi-
crophones, where > denotes the non-conjugate transpose. In
eq. (1), df,t + rf,t corresponds to reverberant speech, and nf,t
is additive noise. In df,t+rf,t, df,t is the sum of the direct sig-
nal and the early reflections, and rf,t is late reverberation [35].
Hereafter, df,t is referred to as the desired signal. In eq. (2),
assuming that the duration of the early reflections in the time
domain is shorter than the analysis window, df,t is modeled by
a product of the clean speech, sf,t ∈ C, and a transfer func-
tion, vf ∈ CM , referred to as a steering vector. In contrast,
in eq. (3) rf,t is modeled by a frequency-domain convolution
of sf,t with a convolutional transfer function [36], af,t ∈ CM ,
assuming that the duration of the late reverberation is longer
than the analysis window. b is the time frame index that divides
the reverberant speech into the desired signal and the late re-
verberation, and La is the length of the convolutional transfer
function.

The goal for the WPD is to reduce rf,t and nf,t from xf,t,
while keeping, df,t, unchanged. This paper sets m = q as the
reference microphone, and describes a method for estimating
the desired signal, d(q)

f,t = v
(q)
f sf,t, at the microphone with-

out loss of generality. The WPD estimates d(q)
f,t by applying a

convolutional beamformer, wf,t = [w
(1)
f,t , w

(2)
f,t , . . . , w

(M)
f,t ]> ∈

CM for t = 0, b, b+ 1, . . . , L+ b− 1, to the captured signal as

d̂
(q)
f,t = wH

f,0xf,t +

L+b−1∑
τ=b

wH
f,τxf,t−τ , (4)

= w̄H
f x̄f,t, (5)

where H denotes the conjugate transpose, L is the
length of the convolutional beamformer, b is a predic-
tion delay, corresponding to b in eq. (3), x̄f,t =

[x>f,t,x
>
f,t−b,x

>
f,f−b−1, . . . ,x

>
f,t−L−b+1]> ∈ CM(L+1), and

w̄f = [w>f,0,w
>
f,b,w

>
f,b+1, . . . ,w

>
f,L+b−1]> ∈ CM(L+1).

Maximum likelihood estimation of the convolutional beam-
former, w̄f , for the WPD [26] is achieved by the following
constrained optimization criterion.

w̄ = arg min
w̄

∑
t

|w̄H
f x̄f,t|2

σ2
f,t

s.t. wH
f,0vf = v

(q)
f , (6)

where σ2
f,t = |d(q)

f,t |
2 is the power of the desired signal at t. By

this estimation, based on the constraint, w̄H
f,0vf = v

(q)
f , w̄f,0

does not distort the desired signal included in the first term in
eq. (4), and based on the use of b and an assumption that a clean
speech signal does not have long-term correlation, the second
term in eq. (4), or wf,t for t > 0, cannot predict and thus distort
the desired signal included in the first term. As a consequence,
the WPD reduces the weighted power of the captured signal
without distorting the desired signal, resulting in a reduction
of the noise and the reverberation. The scale ambiguity in the
steering vector estimation means that in practice an RTF [37,
38] is estimated, which is defined as ṽf = vf/v

(q)
f , instead of

estimating the steering vector. With an RTF, the constraint in
eq. (6) is rewritten simply as wH

f,0ṽf = 1.
Figure 1 illustrates the processing flow of the conventional

WPD, which performs simultaneous denoising and dereverber-
ation by batch processing. With the conventional WPD, after
the MIMO WPE [6] has been applied to the captured signal to
obtain a multichannel dereverberated signal, zf,t, the RTF is

1In this paper, a time series of STFT coefficients of a signal are
referred to simply as a signal.

3. Es�mate and 
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Figure 1: Processing flow of the WPD. It receives a multichan-
nel captured signal, xf,t, and outputs a single channel denoised
and dereverberated signal d̂(q)

f,t . zf,t, ṽf , Rf , and w̄f de-
note a multichannel dereverberated signal, an RTF, a power-
normalized spatio-temporal covariance matrix, and a convolu-
tional beamformer, respectively.

estimated based on generalized eigenvalue decomposition with
noise covariance whitening [39, 40]. Letting Ψz

f and Ψn
f be

time-invariant spatial covariance matrices of the dereverberated
signal, zf,t, and that of the noise in zf,t, the WPD estimates the
RTF as follows:

v̇f = MaxEig((Ψn
f )−1Ψz

f ) (7)

vf = Ψn
f v̇f , (8)

ṽf = vf/v
(q)
f , (9)

where MaxEig(·) is a function that extracts the eigenvector cor-
responding to the maximum eigenvalue. This method with the
MIMO WPE can reduce the effect of the reverberation and the
noise on the RTF estimation.

A power normalized spatio-temporal covariance matrix
used in the conventional WPD is defined and estimated as

Rf =
∑
t

x̄f,tx̄
H
f,t

σ2
f,t

, (10)

where σ2
f,t is estimated from the power of the captured signal

as σ2
f,t = xH

f,txf,t/M for the sake of simplicity in our exper-
iments. Once Rf,t and vf,t are estimated, the convolutional
beamformer is estimated as follows

w̄f =
R−1
f v̄f

v̄H
fR
−1
f v̄f

, (11)

where v̄f = [ṽ>f , 0, 0, . . . , 0]> ∈ CM(L+1).
Finally, the beamforming is performed as in eq. (5).

3. Proposed method – online WPD
To achieve online processing for the WPD, it is necessary to
make the following three blocks work in an online processing
manner.

1. MIMO WPE
2. Estimation of the RTF, ṽf
3. Estimation of the spatio-temporal covariance matrix,
Rf , and the convolutional beamformer, w̄f

Because an online algorithm has already been proposed for the
MIMO WPE [11, 12], we describe online algorithms of the
remaining two blocks in the following. Specifically, we de-
scribe two different algorithms for the estimation ofRf and w̄f ,
namely a recursive WPD and an RLS-WPD, while presenting a
common procedure for the estimation of ṽf .

Hereafter, time frame indices are attached to variables to be
updated at each time frame, e.g., as Rf,t, vf,t, w̄f,t, Ψz

f,t, and
Ψn
f,t for Rf , vf , w̄f , Ψz

f , and Ψn
f .
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3.1. Online RTF estimation

Here, we describe how we can make the RTF estimation method
used by the WPD perform online processing. First, Ψz

f,t can be
estimated recursively at each t as

Ψz
f,t = αzΨ

z
f,t−1 + zf,tz

H
f,t, (12)

where αz is a forgetting factor. Ψn
f,t and its inverse, on the other

hand, are estimated by online processing assuming that masks,
γf,t, are available. A mask at each time-frequency (TF) point
takes a value between 0 and 1, and indicates whether speech or
noise dominates the TF point. γf,t = 1 means that noise domi-
nates the TF point. With the masks, Ψn

f,t is recursively updated
as in eq. (13) [9], and its inverse, (Ψn

f,t)
−1, is recursively up-

dated as in eqs. (14) and (15) based on the Woodbury matrix
identity [30].

Ψn
f,t = αnΨn

f,t−1 + γf,tzf,tz
H
f,t, (13)

kf,t =
γf,t(Ψ

n
f,t−1)−1zf,t

αn + γf,tzHf,t(Ψ
n
f,t−1)−1zf,t

, (14)

(Ψn
f,t)
−1 =

1

αn

(
(Ψn

f,t−1)−1 − kf,tz
H
f,t(Ψ

n
f,t−1)−1

)
,

(15)

where αn is a forgetting factor. In the experiments, we use a
neural network for the online estimation of the masks.

Because MaxEig(·) in eq. (7) is computationally demand-
ing and thus unsuitable for online processing, we approximate
it with the power method. With it, eq. (7) can be calculated by
online processing as

v̇f,t = (Ψn
f,t)
−1Ψz

f,tv̇f,t−1/v̇
(q)
f,t−1, (16)

Then, ṽf,t is obtained at each t in the same way as in eqs. (8)
and (9).

3.2. Recursive WPD

With a recursive WPD, the spatio-temporal covariance matrix,
Rf,t, is defined by a recursive form at each time frame t as

Rf,t =

t∑
τ=0

αt−τR

x̄f,τ x̄
H
f,τ

σ2
f,τ

, (17)

where αR is a forgetting factor. Then, the inverse of Rf,t,
namelyR−1

f,t , can be recursively updated again using Woodbury
matrix identity by

hf,t =
R−1
f,t−1x̄f,t

αRσ2
f,t + x̄H

f,tR
−1
f,t−1x̄f,t

, (18)

R−1
f,t =

1

αR
(R−1

f,t−1 − hf,tx̄
H
f,tR

−1
f,t−1), (19)

The estimation of w̄f,t and d(q)
f,t can be performed at each

time frame in the same way as in eqs. (11) and (5).

3.3. RLS-WPD

An RLS-WPD can be derived by adopting a beamformer struc-
ture that is similar to one used for ISCLP [33], namely by intro-
ducing a GSC-like beamformer structure [32] to the WPD in-
stead of using the distortionless constraint, wH

f,0ṽf = 1. With
this algorithm, wf,0 in eq. (4) is parameterized as

wf,0 = (ṽH
f ṽf )−1ṽf +Bfgf , (20)

where Bf ∈ CM×(M−1) is a blocking matrix that corresponds
to the orthogonal complement of ṽf , satisfyingBH

f ṽf = 0, and
gf ∈ CM−1 contains filter coefficients to be optimized. With
this structure, wf,0 always satisfies wH

f,0ṽf = 1 for any gf ,
and thus the cost function in eq. (6) can be a simple quadratic
form with no constraint. Accordingly, we can use the RLS esti-
mation [31] for online beamformer estimation.

The resultant online algorithm at each t becomes

d̂
(q)
f,t = (ṽH

f,tṽf,t)
−1ṽH

f,txf,t + w̃H
f,t−1x̃f,t, (21)

uf,t =
R̃−1
f,t−1x̃f,t

αR̃σ
2
f,t + x̃H

f,tR̃
−1
f,t−1x̃f,t

, (22)

R̃−1
f,t =

1

αR̃
(R̃f,t−1 − uf,tx̃

H
f,tR̃

−1
f,t−1), (23)

w̃f,t = w̃f,t − uf,t(d̄
(q)
f,t)

H, (24)

where d̂(q)
f,t is the estimated desired signal, w̃f,t ∈ CML+M−1

contains estimated convolutional beamformer coefficients,
x̃f,t = [(BH

f,txf,t)
>,x>f,t−b,x

>
f,t−b−1, . . . ,x

>
f,t−L−b+1]> ∈

CML+M−1, αR̃ is a forgetting factor, and R̃f,t is defined as

R̃f,t =

t∑
τ=0

αt−τ
R̃

x̃f,τ x̃
H
f,τ

σ2
f,τ

, (25)

3.4. Difference between recursive WPD and RLS-WPD

While the recursive WPD and RLS-WPD have a lot in common,
they are different in the way to use the estimated RTF. The Re-
cursive WPD estimates the beamformer at t depending only on
the RTF estimated at t via eq. (11). In contrast, the RLS-WPD
estimates the beamformer at t depending also on the RTF esti-
mated at τ < t, e.g., via the definition of R̃f,t in eq. (25). This
difference makes the behavior of the two algorithms somewhat
different with each other.

4. Related Work
As we already described, ISCLP proposed in [33] is closely
related with the RLS-WPD derived in this paper, in that both
adopt a GSC-like beamformer structure. However, it has been
reported in [33] that ISCLP performs no better than the con-
ventional cascade integration of the online WPE and the on-
line GSC. The difference between ISCLP and the RLS-WPD
can be summarized as: 1) ISCLP employs a Kalman filter for
online processing, while an RLS-WPD employs the RLS esti-
mation [41], 2) ISCLP uses a fixed RTF estimated in advance
using an oracle noise covariance matrix, while the RLS-WPD
estimates it in an online manner using the neural network-based
mask estimation, and 3) ISCLP employs a coherence matrix to
model reverberation for the RTF estimation instead of using the
MIMO WPE.

Several mask-based online beamformer techniques have
been proposed for denoising [9,10]. The online WPD proposed
in this paper can be viewed as an extension of these techniques
using a convolutional beamformer for simultaneous denoising
and dereverberation.

5. Experiments
5.1. Dataset and evaluation metrics

We evaluated the performance of the proposed method using the
REVERB Challenge dataset [34]. The evaluation set (Eval set)
of the dataset is composed of simulated data (SimData) and real
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Table 1: CD (dB), FWSSNR (dB), and WER (%) of enhanced speech obtained using REVERB Challenge eval set. No Enh and Batch
WPD indicate the performance with no speech enhancement and that obtained with batch WPD, respectively. Each Xin the “w/ MIMO
WPE” column indicates that the RTF was estimated using the MIMO WPE. Boldface indicates the best score in each column.

w/ 1st pass 2nd pass
MIMO SimData RealData SimData RealData
WPE CD FWSSNR WER WER CD FWSSNR WER WER

No Enh n/a 3.97 3.62 4.35 18.61 - - - -
Batch WPD X 2.65 7.98 3.83 9.90 - - - -

MPDR 3.97 3.62 5.32 16.11 3.86 3.94 5.74 16.16
WPE n/a 3.81 4.29 4.72 15.64 3.62 4.99 4.26 13.56

WPE + MPDR X 3.61 4.96 4.77 14.24 3.50 5.15 4.71 12.53
Recursive WPD 3.42 5.34 4.58 15.16 3.44 5.30 4.65 14.98

RLS-WPD 3.51 5.40 4.49 14.37 3.29 6.08 4.37 12.80
Recursive WPD (proposed) X 3.37 6.57 4.43 12.99 3.27 6.29 4.3 11.86

RLS-WPD (proposed) X 3.41 5.66 4.30 13.82 3.21 6.26 4.14 11.88

recordings (RealData). Each utterance in the dataset contains
reverberant speech uttered by a speaker and stationary additive
noise. The distance between the speaker and the microphone ar-
ray ranges from 0.5 m to 2.5 m. For SimData, the reverberation
time is varied from about 0.25 s to 0.7 s, and the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is set at about 20 dB.

Evaluation metrics prepared for the challenge were used in
the experiments. As objective measures for evaluating speech
enhancement performance [42], we used the cepstrum distance
(CD), and the frequency-weighted segmental SNR (FWSSNR).
To evaluate the ASR performance, we used a baseline ASR sys-
tem recently developed using Kaldi [43]. This is a fairly com-
petitive system composed of a TDNN acoustic model trained
using lattice-free MMI and online i-vector extraction, and a tri-
gram language model.

5.2. Methods to be compared and analysis conditions

The recursive WPD and RLS-WPD were compared with WPE,
MPDR, and the cascade integration of WPE followed by MPDR
(WPE+MPDR), where WPE performs the online MIMO WPE
based on the RLS estimation [11, 12], and MPDR performs the
online MPDR based on the recursive update of the RTF and
that of the spatial covariance matrix. To confirm the impor-
tance of the use of WPE for the RTF estimation, i.e., step 1 in
Fig. 1, in the online processing, we examined the performance
of the recursive WPD and RLS-WPD with and without the on-
line MIMO WPE for the RTF estimation.

To separately evaluate the performance before and after the
convergence of online processing, each utterance was passed to
each method twice, where the parameters estimated at the end of
the first pass were used as the initial values for the second pass.
Then, the performances obtained at the 1st and the 2nd passes
were taken as those before and after convergence, respectively.

With all the methods, a Hann window was used for a short-
time analysis with the frame length and shift set at 64 ms and
16 ms, respectively. The sampling frequency was 16 kHz and
M = 8 microphones were used for all the experiments. For
WPE and WPD, the prediction delay was set at b = 4, and
the prediction filter lengths were set at Lw = 12, 10, and 6,
respectively, for frequency ranges of 0 to 0.8 kHz, 0.8 to 1.5
kHz, and 1.5 to 8 kHz. The masks, γf,t, which were used for
the online estimation of ṽf,t, were estimated using a long-short
term memory (LSTM) network capable of performing online
mask estimation [44, 45].

As for the initialization, all the elements of v̇f,0 in eq. (16)

were set at 1, and all the beamformer coefficients of w̃f,t in
eq. (24) were initialized to zero. R−1

f,t , R̃
−1
f,t , Ψz

f,t, and Ψn
f,t

were all initialized as identity matrices. The forgetting factors
were set at αn = αR = αR̃ = 0.9999 and αz = 0.66.

5.3. Evaluation results

Table 1 summarizes the CDs, FWSSNRs, and WERs of the cap-
tured signals and enhanced signals obtained by the 1st and 2nd
passes. In the table, all the methods improved the captured sig-
nal with all the measures for both passes except for the WERs
for SimData. The recursive WPD and RLS-WPD worked com-
parably well and substantially outperformed the other methods
including the cascade integration of WPE and MPDR. However,
they did not perform so well without using the MIMO WPE for
the RTF estimation. This indicates that the reliable estimation of
the RTF is very important for successful beamforming by online
WPD, and it can be achieved by utilizing the MIMO WPE for
the estimation. The reason why the WERs for SimData were not
well improved by beamforming is probably because the Kaldi
ASR baseline was trained on SimData in the training set, and
the mismatch between the training and testing was slight.

Note that the two proposed methods greatly improved the
enhanced signal even in the 1st pass, and caused a consistent
improvement in the 2nd pass. This demonstrates the desirable
online processing behavior of the proposed methods.

6. Concluding remarks

This article presented frame-by-frame online processing algo-
rithms for simultaneous denoising and dereverberation by a
WPD. Two different algorithms were derived for the online pro-
cessing: a recursive WPD based on the frame-by-frame recur-
sive updating of the spatio-temporal covariance matrix of the
captured signal, and an RLS-WPD based on the recursive least
square estimation of a convolutional beamformer. With both
algorithms, the desired signal’s RTF was estimated by online
processing using a neural network based online mask estima-
tion. The experiments showed that the recursive WPD and RLS-
WPD both greatly outperformed conventional approaches, in-
cluding the one utilizing an online WPE followed by an online
MPDR in a cascade configuration. It was also shown that the
incorporation of the online WPE for the RTF estimation is very
important for successful convolutional beamforming.
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